
Sports Funding Financial Year 2017/2018 

Budget: 

The school will be in receipt of £9844 sports funding for 17-18. 

Cost line Budget 

Supply Cover (allocated for covering sports events and 
cover for additional termly planning scrutiny). 

£1000 

Transport £750 

Staff training £4200 

Equipment £3000 

Contingency – transport when attending events that 
cannot be forecast such as county and district finals 

£500 

Equipment repairs £300 

Total 
(will be reviewed mid-year as some costs are estimates) 

£9750 

 

CPD 

As a school, we will continue to provide opportunities for the teaching staff to develop - both in their 

skillsets and in confidence. Our external provider Matt Atkin of Sports Works Ltd has improved 

teacher confidence in the last 12 months and this is something we wish to continue providing. This 

external mentoring enables all teaching staff to develop their practice and explore chances to 

improve lesson planning as Sports Works Ltd offers tailor-made programmes adapted to suit all 

teacher’s needs, however experienced.  

In 2017/18 this programme will be developed to ensure not only lessons are enjoyed by the children 

through greater teacher confidence, but the curriculum offered is rich and exciting through 

improved planning and assessment – this will be the focus for the academic year 2017/18 and 

provide a lasting legacy. This will complement our action plans direction which is focussed more on 

curriculum development. 

 

Curriculum 

Ensuring all lessons are planned against a coherent learning journey will be a focus this year and the 

assessment and planning is monitored termly. From previous planning and assessment scrutiny, it is 

clear using the school approved Scheme of Work (Val Sabin) has many benefits but also a number of 

pitfalls. Although plans are annotated and assessment is evident, improvements could be made in 

the consistency of this approach. A new system is under development and will be evaluated 

throughout the academic year. This should ensure that units of work follow an engaging and 

meaningful journey and assessment for learning is used to ensure every child has the chance to 

meet end of year assessment statements, as teachers differentiate and annotate plans to suit their 

class needs. 

Equipment 

A large proportion of the funding this year will go to improve the equipment that the children and 

teachers utilise in lessons. Last year’s funding (2016/17) was heavily linked to CPD. Certain items will 



be renewed as they have become further worn and less effective for use in lessons– notably hockey 

sticks and stopwatches. A full audit will take place during the academic year of 2017/18 and 

appropriate equipment purchased.  

Further investment will be put into sports clothing. Kit worn by the children, when representing the 

school, is in need of replacing as it has become faded and worn. New rugby and football kits will be 

purchased and also a new set of polo shirts. With the school making further progress in sporting 

competitions, including county finals, it is vital the children can attend looking smart and 

presentable. We hope to recuperate some of these costs by asking for parental sponsorship where 

possible – any money saved will be placed back into the sports budget to further improve the 

equipment at school. 

Sports and Clubs 

The school will continue to play an active role in our local consortium competitions and attend, 

where possible, all opportunities offered. These tournaments offer plenty of chances for children of 

all ability to experience sporting activities. The school will work hard to ensure every child has the 

opportunity to play in competitive and non-competitive games - although we are aware, as a school, 

not all children will take up these opportunities. We will do this by tracking data and taking the 

appropriate action to ensure children are invited to events. This data will track both events and club 

attendance and be referred to termly to ensure all opportunities are maximised. Pupil premium data 

will be collected and gender specific data will also be analysed to ensure every opportunity possible 

is identified and maximised. 

To complement this the school will continue to develop inter house tournaments for both KS1 and 

KS2 therefore ensuring those that cannot attend events outside of school hours will still have the 

chance to be active. 

The school’s club offer will continue to evolve and ensure, also through the tracking of data, that as 

many children as possible are given the chance to join a club that may interest them. This will be 

done by offering a range of clubs to suit all needs from team sports to individual ones. Throughout 

the year further opportunities will be sought to increase the diversity of what is offered. Further 

links with local sports clubs will also be sought with the aim of helping those who excel, the platform 

to develop further. 

Kite marks 

This year we will be tracking data even more closely to widen participation. We can track data on 

who has attended competitive events and non-competitive events and target invites to those yet to 

participate. It is with this in mind that we are aiming to maintain our silver kite mark with the ‘School 

Games’. 


